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SUMMARY 

Maps of sinkhole probability and springsheds (drainage basins) in Fillmore County were digitally 

overlaid with existing digital maps of land in the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) in Fillmore 

County. Approximately 15 percent of the total parcel area falls within areas that have a high density 

of sinkholes (greater than 5 sinkholes per square mile), and an accompanying high probability of new 

sinkholes forming; 19 percent is within areas of moderate to high probability; 50 percent is within 

areas of moderate probability; 12 percent is within ares of low probability; and 4 percent is within 

areas of no probability of sinkholes forming. Twenty percent of the parcels coincide at least in part 

with mapped springsheds, and the remaining 80 percent coincide with springsheds that have not been 

mapped. 

This project provides digital data files that can be used to assess the impact of karst features on 

individual parcels. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Minnesota Department of Agriculture, in cooperation with land owners across the state, has set 

aside specific acres of land in the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) for the purpose of reducing soil 

erosion and protecting water quality. In Fillmore County (Fig. I), soil erosion and water quality are 

closely linked to the presence of karst features, such as sinkholes and springs. The goal of this project 

was to develop a tool that can be used to prioritize land use in a karst terrain. Digital maps of both 

CRP parcels and karst features for Fillmore County were compared using a geographic information 

system (GIS). This report summarizes the extent to which CRP parcels in Fillmore County are in places 

where sinkholes already exist or are likely to develop. 

BACKGROUND 

CRPlands 

The CRP program in Fillmore County currently has over 45,000 acres under contract with land 

owners. Many of these contracts are coming to an end. With decreasing funds, it may not be possible to 

renew all existing contracts. The Minnesota Department of Agriculture would like to prioritize those 

parcels whose potential land use has the greatest impact on soil and water quality. 
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Fillmore County 

Figure 1. Location of Fillmore County, Minnesota. 
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Karst 

Karst is a term used to describe drainage features related to the dissolution of soluble rock. Karst 

features include caves, springs, and sinkholes. Examples of karst features found in Fillmore County are 

given in Figure 2. Much of the uppermost bedrock in Fillmore County is limestone or ,dolostone. These 

carbonate rocks consist mostly of the minerals calcite and dolomite. When water percolates downward 

through the soil zone, it picks up additional carbon dioxide from the decay of organic matter and the 

respiration of plant roots. The water becomes mildly acidic and has the capacity to dissolve carbonate 

rocks. 

The karst features in Fillmore County are the result of exposure of the upper carbonate rocks to 

these mildly acidic waters. Fractures in the carbonate rocks become solution cavities as water passes 

through them over time. These cavities can enlarge over time and cause the collapse of overlying 

material, forming sinkholes. Various ways sinkholes may form are shown in Figure 3. 

Sinkholes are generally regarded as a nuisance to land owners. Both slow subsidence and 

catastrophic collapse can damage buildings on top of sinkholes. Sinkholes in cultivated fields are an 

obstacle to farming practices and cause an increase in soil erosion. 

The impact of sinkholes on water quality is related to drainage. Sinkholes provide direct conduits 

for surface runoff to enter the ground-water system, effectively bypassing the natural filtering capacity 

of the overlying soil. In a karst terrain, the time interval from when water enters the ground to its 

emergence at a spring can be very short. As a consequence, the quality of water in streams and rivers, in 

addition to the quality of ground water, is affected by whatever is washed down the sinkholes. 

DATA SOURCES 

The Fillmore County CRP data set, shown in Figure 4, contained location and attribute information 

for 3321 parcels, which were digitized by TAIGA from air photographs at a scale of 1:8,000. 

Information about the data is contained in Appendix A. In the data provided to MGS, each parcel was 

identified by number (usually the parcel number), as listed in the field "parcel" in the point attribute 

table (TAIGA, 1995). During the course of this study, several duplicate parcel numbers were found and 

were deleted in tabulating the results. These duplicate numbers, listed in Appendix A, reduce the total 

of parcels analyzed in this study to 3305. 
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Stream sinks Sinkholes 

Spring 

Figure 2. Karst drainage (black) and related landforms (Alexander and Lively, 1995). 
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Subsidence sinkholes -- form slowly beneath thin glacial drift. 
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Figure 3. Development and evolution of sinkhole beneath glacial drift (Modified from Alexander and 
Lively, 1995). 
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The sinkhole probability map (Fig. 5) is a product of the Fillmore County Geologic Atlas, Part B 

(Witthuhn and Alexander, 1995). The map units largely reflect density of sinkholes, although other 

factors, such as depth to bedrock, type of first bedrock, and location relative to drainage were also 

considered. The underlying premise for the map is that new sinkholes will most likely occur in areas 

where sinkholes already exist (Kemmerly, 1982; Magdalene and Alexander, 1995). 

In addition to the sinkhole probability map, the Fillmore County Atlas also contains a map of 

selected spring drainage basins, or springsheds (Fig. 6) (Alexander and others, 1995) This map, based on 

dye tracing from sinkholes to springs, shows the capture areas for some of the springs in Fillmore 

County. The boundaries of several springsheds do not correspond to the boundaries of surface drainage 

basins. This map shows where contaminants will return to the surface in springsheds that have been 

mapped to date. 

Both sinkhole probability and springshed maps were compiled at a scale of 1:100,000. More 

information about both maps is included in Appendix A. 

MEIHODS 

The goal of this study was to prioritize CRP lands by identifying which parcels are in areas where 

sinkholes exist or are likely to occur. 

Several considerations must be taken into account when combining maps of different scales. First, 

what do the lines on the maps represent? On the CRP map, parcel boundaries are well defined from air 

photographs. They separate one entity from another entity and as such represent a vertical plane of 

zero thickness. Such lines may be mechanically reduced or enlarged with no loss of accuracy. In 

contrast, lines drawn on the sinkhole probability map are interpreted boundaries between entities that 

pass transitionally from one to another. How well they are positioned on the map depends on the skill 

of the mapper. 

Because the lines on the karst maps are interpretive boundaries, the scale of the compilation has 

significance. The position of a line on a 1:8,OOO-scale map (1 inch represents about 0.13 mile) requires 

considerably more accuracy than a line on a 1:100,OOO-scale map (1 inch = 1.5 miles). Furthermore, the 

width of a line on each map represents that accuracy. A line width of 0.05 inch on a 1:100,OOO-scale 

map would reflect a width of about 416 feet on the ground. The same line on a 1:8,OOO-scale map would 

indicate a width of only 33 feet on the ground. Overlaying the sinkhole probability map on the parcel 
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Figure 5. Sinkhole Probability map, Fillmore County. Sinkholes shown as black dots. (Witthuhn and Alexander, \995). 





map can be likened to redrawing the karst probability map units on top of the parcel map with a wide 

brush. Some parcels are clearly within a single unit. Other parcels will not be well defined. 

The "fuzziness" in comparing parcel and probability unit boundaries was addressed by buffering the 

sinkhole probability map units. In order to compensate for the different scales of the aerial 

photographs and the county atlas map, boundary lines were widened to reflect 20 m or more on the 

ground. Unit 6 overlapped 5, 5 overlapped 4, 4 overlapped 3, 1 overlapped 2, and 2 overlapped 3 (see 

Table 1 for unit number definitions). 

Table 1. Units on the sinkhole probability map. Units are listed in order of increasing probability of 

sinkhole occurrence. 

Probability Unit Unit Description 

no probability 

low to moderate probability 

moderate probability 

moderate to high probability 

high probability 

sinkhole plain 

In order to address the fuzziness resulting from the interpretive nature of the sinkhole map units, 

boundaries for probability units 4, 5, and 6 were incrementally increased in size. Percentage of parcel 

area covered by each probability unit was calculated to produce three scenarios depending on the width 

of the buffer zone: First, an "as is" calculation using the probability map with all units widened to 

include 20 m of adjacent unit of lower probability, or unit whose boundaries are less well defined; 

second, a calculation for which the three highest probability units were buffered 70 m; and third, a 

calculation for which the three units of highest probability were buffered 120 m. In each case, unit 6 

overlapped 5, 5 overlapped 4, 4 overlapped 3, 1 overlapped 2, and 2 overlapped 3. For the program 

used to perform these calculations see Appendix B. 
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RESULTS 

Figure 7 illustrates how changing the size of the probability units effects the calculated area of 

overlap for a single parcel. Table 2 shows the data in table form. Note that none of the parcels in 

Figure 7 are in probability units 1 through 4. 

Table 2. Areal percentage of parcels in Figure 7 in probability units. 

All units buffered 20 m. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 

Parcel A 0 0 0 0 100 0 100 

B 0 0 0 0 72 28 100 

C 0 0 0 0 0 100 100 

Units 4, 5, and 6 buffered 70 m 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 

Parcel A 0 0 0 0 100 0 100 

B 0 0 0 0 57 43 100 

C 0 0 0 0 0 100 100 

Units 4,5, and 6 buffered 120 m 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 

Parcel A 0 0 0 0 100 0 100 

B 0 0 0 0 37 63 100 

C 0 0 0 0 0 100 100 

If a 50-percent cutoff value is used, parcel B is rated probability 5 when all probability units are 

buffered 20 m. Using the same cutoff value, parcel B is in unit 6 when the high probability units are 

buffered 120 m. This report does not assign a probability unit to each parcel. Instead, areal percentages 

resulting from the buffer calculations are given as digital data files listed in Appendix C. The format 

of these files is similar to Table 2. 
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Parcel B 
Percent area in highest probability unit, "as is" 28%. 
With highest probability unit buffered 70 meters 43%. 
With highest probability unit buffered 120 meters 63% . 

Figure 7. Change in area of parcel B in highest probability unit due to buffering. Area 
calculations for A and C remain unchanged (see Table 2). 
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The calculations of percentage of parcel area for each unit can be used to ask a number of different 

questions. For example, which parcels identified as cultivable (land-use capability code < 3) have 

more than 50 percent of total area fall within unit 6-sinkhole plain. Table 3 lists the number of parcels 

for each buffer trial. 

Table 3. Number of parcels identified as cultivable having more than 50 percent of area in sinkhole 

plains, determined for each buffer trial. 

buffer 20m 

18 

buffer70m 

22 

buffer 120m 

31 

A total of 661 parcels coincide at least in part with mapped springshed basins (Fig. 8). It should be 

noted that more springsheds exist in the county than have been mapped (Fig. 6). 

DISCUSSION 

Sinkholes provide direct links between surface water and ground water. Land use in areas of high 

sinkhole probability, therefore, should be considered in terms of potential ground-water contamination 

due to runoff. For example, application of agricultural chemicals provides a potential hazard in fields 

where sinkholes exist or are likely to occur. Parcels tallied in Table 3 (coded as cultivable, located in a 

sinkhole plain) are more suitable for agricultural production that does not require extensive use of 

pesticides and herbicides. 

Land-use decisions that affect surface drainage patterns should also be considered. Runoff to 

existing sinkholes can be controlled with the use of buffer strips around the sinkhole. These strips of 

vegetation reduce erosion around the sinkhole, and limit the amount of water draining down the 

sinkhole. Tile drains should not empty into sinkholes or into surface streams that empty into sinkholes. 

New sinkholes are most likely to occur in areas where some already exist, and they tend to cluster 

around ones that have recently formed (Magdalene and Alexander, 1995). Although drainage through 

a sinkhole can be stopped by excavating and sealing, new ones can form nearby. Land uses that require 

large areas of land to be covered with hazardous material, such as sewage treatment lagoons, should 

not be located in areas of high sinkhole probability. 
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Figure 8. CRP parcels located at least partially within mapped springshed basins. 



Identifying parcels that fall within known springshed boundaries illustrates the connection 

between land use and surface-water quality. In a karst terrain, the time from when water enters the 

ground until it emerges at a spring can as short as days to hours. Land-use decisions for parcels shown in 

Figure 8 potentially impact water quality in springs that drain each basin. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The potential for new sinkholes to develop should be considered in all aspects of land-use planning 

in a karst terrain. Identifying parcels in areas where sinkholes are likely to form aids land-use 

decisions for existing and future CRP contract land in Fillmore County. 

This study presents a method for comparing a map showing interpreted map units (sinkhole 

probability) to a map showing unit boundaries that are well defined (CRP parcels). This method could 

be applied to the general case of comparing political boundaries to interpretive maps. 
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APPENDIX A. Background Information on Digital Coverages 

CRPLand 

In August 1994, MDA contracted with Technical Associates in Geographic Analysis (TAIGA), 

Mankato State University, Winona State University, and the Minnesota Association of Soil and Water 

Conservation districts (MASWCD) to convert CRP data for 19 counties, including Fillmore County, to 

GIS format (TAIGA, 1995). TAIGA coordinated all aspects of the digitizing and data collection. 

Parcels were digitized from photocopies of air photos at a scale of approximately 1:8,000. Tabular 

data for each parcel were acquired from county ASCS (Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation 

Service) offices and assembled by MDA personnel. 

Records with the following identification numbers for the parcel field were not used in the analysis 

because the numbers were not unique: 

1.' 

2. ' 1450628' 

3. ' 1450629' 

4. ' 1450802' 

5. 
, 

1450805' 

6. 
, 

1450937' 

7. ' 1451376' 

8. ' 1451786' 

9. ' 45121101' 

10.' 704500173' 

11.' 704500174' 

12.' 704507826' 

13. ' 704508154' 

14. ' 704511403' 

15. ' 704517231' 

16. ' 910111141' 
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Sinkhole Probability 

The map was compiled by Kathleen M. Witthuhn and E. Calvin Alexander, Jr., University of 

Minnesota. It is based on an extensive sinkhole inventory of the county performed by Dr. Alexander and 

his graduate students, with the assistance of local land owners, county officials, and staff from the 

DNR. 

Sinkholes were digitized from USGS 1:24,000-scale topographic maps. The lines defining the units 

on the sinkhole probability map were drawn and digitized at a scale of 1:100,000. 

Springsheds 

The map was compiled by E. Calvin Alexander, Jr., University of Minnesota, and his coauthors. It 

is based on dye tracing at selected sites in the county performed by Dr. Alexander and Scott Alexander, 

University of Minnesota, and Jeffrey Green, DNR-Waters, Rochester, and Ron Spong. Springshed 

boundaries were drawn and digitized at a scale of 1:100,000. 
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APPENDIX B. Arc Info Advanced Macro language (AML) used to calculate percent area based on 

buffering of sinkhole probability map units 

1* buffshp.aml 

1* procedure to create regions based on a series of buffer 

1* distances for sinkhole probability map, Fillmore County. 

1* shprob cover. 

1* Files used: 

1* NAME DESCRIPTION 

1* shprob sinkhole probability cover 

1* crp_45e CRP parcel cover, eastern half of the county 

1* crp_45w CRP parcel cover, western half of the county 

1* 
1* 4/18/95., Minnesota Geological Survey, RG. Tipping. 

/* ********************************************************* 

&messages &off 

1* create region "pcode" from sinkhole probability polygons. 

regiondissolve shprob shprob_y pcode probcode poly 

1* 
1* add buffer distance items to region pcode. 

additem shprob_y.patpcode shprob_y.patpcode buff1 55 i 

additem shprob_y.patpcode shprob_y.patpcode buff2 5 5 i 

additem shprob_y.patpcode shprob_y.patpcode buff3 5 5 i 

/* 
1* go into tables, add appropriate buffer distances based 

I*onpcode. 

tables 

select shprob_y.patpcode 

calc buffl = 20 

calc buff2 = 20 

calc buff3 = 20 

reselect probcode > 3 

calc buff2 = buff2 + 50 

calc buff3 = buff3 + 100 

quit 

1* 
1* buffer regions using the three buffer distances 

regionbuffer shprob_y # pbl buffl # # # region.pcode # # # # probcode 

regionbuffer shprob_y # pb2 buff2 # # # region.pcode # # # # probcode 

regionbuffer shprob_y # pb3 buff3 # # # region.pcode # # # # probcode 
/*~******************************************** 

1* eliminate overlapping regions due to buffering. Assign overlapped 

1* area higher probability code 

&do I &list pb3 pb2 pbl 
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regionquery shprob_y # code6 # # %I%.probcode 1* 1st, create subclasses 

res %I%.probcode = 6 1* for probability regions 4-6 

N 

N 

regionquery shprob_y # codeS # # %I%.probcode 

res %I%.probcode = S 

N 

N 

regionquery shprob_y # code4 # # %I%.probcode 

res %I%.probcode = 4 

N 

N 

regionquery shprob_y # code3 # # %I%.probcode 

res %1%. probcode = 3 

N 

N 

regionquery shprob_y # code2 # # %I%.probcode 

res %1%. probcode = 2 

N 

N 

regionquery shprob_y # code1 # # %I%.probcode 

res %I%.probcode = 1 

N 

N 

regionquery shprob_y # codeSa # # codeS.probcode 1* Now revise lower 

res $codeS and not $code6 1* prob. codes, region borders. 

N 

N 

1* create combined region for higher probability units 

regionquery shprob_y # combS6 # # codeSa.probcode code6.probcode 

res $codeSa or $code6 

N 

N 

regionquery shprob_y # code4a # # code4.probcode 

res $code4 and not $combS6 
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N 

N 

rappend combined region for higher probability units 

regionquery shprob_y # comb456 # # code4a.probcode code5a.probcode code6.probcode 

res $code4a or $comb56 

N 

N 

regionquery shprob_y # code3a # # code3.probcode 

res $code3 and not $comb456 

N 

N 

rappend temporary combined region 

regionquery shprob_y # comb3456 # # code3a.probcode code4a.probcode - code5a.probcode 

code6. probcode 

res $code3a or $comb456 

N 

N 

r now reverse priority of the units so that lower codes 1 and 2 will 

r overlay the higher probability units. 

regionquery shprob_y # code2a # # code2.probcode 

res $code2 and not $code 1 

N 

N 

rcreate 2nd temporary combined region 

regionquery shprob_y # comb12 # # code2a.probcode code1.probcode 

res $code2a or $code1 

N 

N 

r clip combined higher probability units with combined lower units 

regionquery shprob_y # comb_tmp # # comb3456.* 

res $comb3456 and not $comb 12 

N 

N 

r combine all units together 

regionquery shprob_y # %I%_all # # comb_tmp.* comb12.* 

res $comb_tmp or $comb12 
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N 

N 

/* add pcode item to combined region subclass, calculate values 

additem shprob_y.pat%I%_all shprob_y.pat%I%_all pcode S S i 

tables 

select shprob_y.pat%I%311 

&do J &list codel code2a code3a code4a codeSa code6 

reselect %J%.probcode <> 0 

calc pcode = %J%.probcode 

nselect 

&end 

qstop 

/* 
/* drop unnecessary items from combined region subclass 

&do J &list codel code2a code3a code4a codeS a code6 

dropitem shprob_y.pat%I%_all shprob_y.pat%I%_all %J%.probcode 

&end 

&type 

&type begin dropping regions ... 

&do J &list codel code2 code3 code4 codeS code6 code2a code3a -

code4a codeSa comb56 comb456 comb3456 comb12 comb_tmp 

& type 

&type dropping region %J%. 

dropfeatures shprob_y region.%J% 

&end 

&type 

&end 

/* create regions from crp polygons, one region for each polygon, unique 

/* identifier, parcel. 

polyregion /mgshp2/mgsgis/rgt/mda_crp/crp_4Se crp_4Sel parcel 

polyregion /mgshp2/mgsgis/rgt/mda_crp/crp_4Sw crp_4Swl parcel 

/* 
/* combine regions with sinkhole probability into a single cover 

union shprob_y crp_4Sel shprob_2 # join 

union shprob_2 crp_4Swl shprob_3 # join 

/* 
/* eliminate repeated subclass codes in region.parcel by dissolving 

/* regions. 

regiondissolve shprob_3 shprob_S parceLdis parcel region.parcel 

/* 
/* create info table showing percent area overlap for each CRP subclass 

/* parcel_dis. 
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&type 

&type Starting area calculations ... 

regionxarea shprob_S trial3 parcel_dis pb3_all 

regionxarea shprob_S trial2 parcel_dis pb2_all 

regionxarea shprob_S triall parcel_dis pbl_all 

/* 
/*clean up regionxarea results info files, get rid of unecessary records 

&type 

&type clean up regionxarea results info file ... 

tables 

select triall 

res elect for subclassl = 'PARCEL_DIS' and subclass2 = 'PARCEL_DIS' 

purge 

y 

reselect for subclass I = 'PBI_ALL' 

purge 

y 

select trial2 

res elect for subclass I = 'PARCEL_DIS' and subclass2 = 'PARCEL_DIS' 

purge 

y 
reselect for subclass I = 'PB2_ALL' 

purge 

y 

select trial3 

res elect for subclassl = 'PARCEL_DIS' and subclass2 = 'PARCEL_DIS' 

purge 

y 

reselect for subclass I = 'PB3_ALL' 

purge 

y 

qstop 

/* 
/* convert result files and a file with just unique parcel ids to dbase format 

/* for further processing on the pc. 

infodbase triall triall.dbf 

infodbase trial2 trial2.dbf 

infodbase trial3 tria13.dbf 

infodbase shprob_S.patparcel_dis parcel.dbf 

/* 
&messages &on 

&return *** All done *** 
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APPENDIX C. Digital Products: File Names, Descriptions 

Arc/Info covers, EPPL7 files 

Name 

shprob.eOO 

sprshed.eOO 

shprob.epp 

sprshed.epp 

Data base files 

Name 

pb1.dbf 

pb2.dbf 

pb3.dbf 

sprcrp.dbf 

crp_45.dbf 

Description 

Sinkhole probability 

Springsheds 

Sinkhole probability, 

overlays LMIC county base 

Springsheds, 

overlays LMIC county base 

Description 

Area intersection results 

sinkhole probability and 

CRP, buffer = 20 meters. 

Area intersection results, 

sinkhole probability and 

CRP, buffer = 70 meters. 

Area intersection results, 

sinkhole probability and 

CRP, buffer = 120 meters. 

Area intersection results, 

springshed map and CRP. 

parcel attribute infonnation 

format 

pc-Arc/Info export 

pc-Arc/Info export 

EPPL7 

EPPL7 

Format 

Microsoft Foxpro 

Microsoft Foxpro 

Microsoft Foxpro 

Microsoft Foxpro 

Microsoft Foxpro 

All data base files have a one to one relationship based on the common item "parcel". Files can be 

related together based on the data base item "parcel" in order to query the results. 
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APPENDIX C: (continued) 

Field Definitions and Attribute Codes, files PBl.DBF, PB2.DBF, PB3.DBF. 

item name tJI.Jli. width decimal 
parcel c 11 
area n 12 3 
perimeter n 12 3 
calc_area n 12 
calc_per n 6 2 
xarea_6 n 12 2 
per_6 n 6 2 
xarea_S n 12 2 
peeS n 6 2 
xarea_4 n 12 2 
p ee 4 n 6 2 
xarea_3 n 12 2 
per_3 n 6 2 
xarea_2 n 12 2 
per_2 n 6 2 
xarea_l n 12 2 
per_l n 6 2 
parceCdis n 10 
par_seqno n 10 

parcel: unique identifier for each parcel, usually the MDA parcel number. This item is common to 
all files and can be used to relate the files together. 

area: total area of each parcel in meters squared. This number is determined by the GIS. 

perimeter: perimeter of parcel in meters. 

calc_area: calculated total area in meters squared of each parcel, sum of cross sectional areas. 
Should be approximately the same as the field area. Used to cross check the validity of cross 
sectional area calculations -- parcels versus sinkhole probability map units. 

calc-per: calculated total percent of parcel in each sinkhole probability map unit. Used to cross 
check the validity of cross sectional area calculations. 

xarea_6: cross sectional area in meters squared of parcel that falls in sinkhole probability unit 6, 
unit number corresponds to map unit as listed in Table 1, p. 10. 

per _6: percent of total parcel area that falls in sinkhole probability unit 6, unit number corresponds 
to map unit as listed in Table 1, p. 10. 

xarea_5-1: see definition for field xarea_6. 

per _5-1: see definition for field per _6. 

parceCdis: internal number, used to relate results from GIS calculations to field parcel. 

par _seqno: internal number, used to check file integrity. 
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APPENDIX C: (continued) 

Field Definitions and Attribute Codes, file SPRCRP.DBF. 

item name 0I.JJ..g width decimal 
parcel c 11 
sprarea n 12 2 
percent n 6 2 

parcel: unique identifier for each parcel, usually the MDA parcel number. This item is common to 
all files and can be used to relate the files together. 

sprarea: cross sectional area in meters squared of parcel that falls in a mapped springshed. 

percent: percent of parcel area that falls in a mapped springshed. 
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APPENDIX C: (continued) 

Field Definitions and Attribute Codes, file CRP _45.DBF. 
(adapted from TAIGA/Technical Associates in Geographic Analysis, 1995) 

item name ~ width decimal 

parcel c 11 

type c 6 
parcelid c 7 
notes c 70 
farm_num n 16 
tract n 16 
field c 6 
int_use c 2 

cntend n 16 
acre n 16 2 

renttrt n 16 2 

helcr c 1 
wier c 1 
ewer c 1 
ctrita n 16 
lndcis n 16 
lndsbc c 1 
descrip c 50 
town c 33 
seqno n 10 

parcel: unique identifier for each parcel, usually the MDA parcel number. This item is common to 
all files and can be used to relate the files together. 

type: parcel type, code descriptions are as follows: 
code 
CRP 
TEMP 
MULTI 
COMB 
MC 

NONCRP 

description 
single field (polygon) corresponds to single CRP contract. 
record corresponding to this parcel not found in database. 
single CRP contract applies to more than one parcel. 
single agricultural field (polygon) corresponds to more than one CRP contract. 
combined multiple parcels: more than one field (polygon) corresponds to more 
than one record in the database, but not in a one-to-one relationship. 

non CRP parcels: not CRP land. 

parcelid: MDA assigned parcel id. not unique in cases of multiple and combined multiple parcel 
types. 

notes: notes made by digitizers about records. 

fann_num: farm number. 

tract: tract number. 

field: field number. 
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inCuse: intended use code, code descriptions are as follows: 
code description 
01 introduced grasses. 
02 native grasses. 
03 trees. 
04 wildlife habitat. 
10 vegetative grass cover already established. 
12 wildlife food plots. 
13 filter strips. 

en tend: contract end year. 

acre: reported acreage. 

renttrt: CRP arumal rent per acre. 

helcr: HEL indicator, current year. 

wier: wetland present indicator. 

ewer: wetland converted indicator. 

etrita: contractnumber/LTA-CRP. 

Indcis: SCS land class code, code descriptions are as follows: 
code description 
2 moderate limitations .that affect crop choice or tillage. 
3 significant limitations that affect crop choice and/ or warrant special conservation 

practices. 
4 severe limitations that restrict crop choice and/ or require very careful management. 
7 severe limitations; significant limitations even for grazing or forestry. 

Indsbe: land subclass code. 
code description 
e erosion prone. 

deserip: photo/grid description. 

town: township. 

seqno: internal number, used to check file integrity. 
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